
Trade up to ExakTime
Top 3 reasons to switch to the original time clock solution for construction



Just over 40%*  
of contractors use 
cloud-based technology 
for time tracking  
But are they using the right solution? 

All time tracking solutions aren’t built the same…and 

some aren’t even built for construction. 

 
*AGC/Sage
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https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Files/Communications/2022_Construction_Hiring_and_Business_Outlook_Report.pdf


ExakTime pioneered  
in-the-field time tracking, 
and we still lead the pack
There are other solutions out there that may look like 

ExakTime; but dig a little deeper and the differences 

become obvious. In fact, every month we implement 

lots of customers on ExakTime that tried and were 

ultimately disappointed by another solution. 

Here are just three of the reasons construction 

companies and contractors trade up to ExakTime... 

1. ExakTime was designed for construction so it 

works like a dream in the field and in the office. 

2. Our US-based customer support team is 

responsive, prompt and knowledgeable. 

3. The intuitive back-end is easy for office staff and 

owners to learn and navigate. 

Let’s take a closer look at each of these unique 

ExakTime advantages. 
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1. A construction-first approach means 
ease of use and field-worthy features 
When you’re out on the job site you don’t have the time to mess around with 

apps that aren’t easy to use. That’s why we designed ExakTime to be simple 

and intuitive. 

It works so well that others copy our innovations. Case in point: The green 

(clock-in) and red (clock-out) layout we originated is now industry standard.  

But there’s more to ExakTime than our clock-in/clock-out interface. Behind 

the scenes are rich construction-specific features like FaceFront for photo ID 

capture, GPS tracking and Geofencing.  

You can even schedule worker shifts, input field notes and track equipment 

through the app. 

(And if a mobile app doesn’t work for certain job sites or employees 

ExakTime has options. We offer rugged time clocks and kiosk functionality. 

Or, the crew lead or supervisor can simply sign people or crews in an out on 

the app.)

ExakTime is strongly embedded in the construction landscape. We are constantly talking to our customers 

about what they need and want so we can enhance our product. We have our finger on the pulse of the industry 

with active relationships with numerous construction associations. And no one has a stronger partner ecosystem 

to ensure our customers get the advantages of solid, proven integrations that makes their lives easier. 
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https://www.exaktime.com/our-solutions/photo-id-capture/
https://www.exaktime.com/our-solutions/gps-time-tracking-app/
https://www.exaktime.com/our-solutions/rugged-time-clocks/
https://www.exaktime.com/partners/


2. Timely, responsive customer 
support when you need it.   
Even when a solution is easy and intuitive, 

customers can still have questions. 

That’s why we offer an award-winning support 

team. Our knowledgeable problem-solvers are 

based in the US, so they’re available to help when 

you need them. 

ExakTime’s approach to customer support is 

multi-tiered. It starts with  Support Central, 

our online self-service help center that offers 

information on everything from getting started 

with ExakTime to running reports. 

If a customer can’t find what they need or they 

want more assistance they can chat with a 

support person, submit a support request and 

even get help through remote log-in. 
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https://www.exaktime.com/news/exaktime-wins-gold-2020-stevie-award-for-contact-center-of-the-year/
https://arcoro.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/categories/115000828308-Advanced-Time-Attendance


More frequent feedback works. 

Sure it’s easy for employees to accurately enter their time in 

ExakTime. But what about the supervisors and crew leaders 

who review and approve time? Or the office staff that needs 

to run payroll each week? 

With ExakTime you get an easy-to-use, intuitive dashboard 

that helps you manage your business. 

Easily export hours for payroll or take advantage of our 

integrations with the most popular construction payroll 

solutions. 

Plus there are over 40 built-in reports that will help you 

better understand your labor spend.

Don’t spend weeks learning a new system. ExakTime 

customers tell us it’s easy to get started and they can 

effectively use the system in about a day.  

And if you’re coming from another web-based solution 

you’ll get ramped up faster and appreciate how much easier 

ExakTime is. 

3. You don’t need to be a techie to 
run the business end of ExakTime
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Construction and contracting companies have choices 

when it comes to how to track employees’ time in the field. 

Since 1999, when ExakTime was developed by a contractor 

looking for a better, more accurate way to have employees 

clock in and out, other solutions have sprung up. 

Some are good; others are so-so. But even the best of 

them doesn’t offer the laser focus on the functionality and 

features that work best for the construction industry that 

ExakTime does. 

Our sole mission is offering and improving a product that 

meets the needs of the industry. 

It’s why over 10 thousand companies use ExakTime, and 

over 1 million construction workers log in every day using 

one of our time tracking solutions. 

“We can see where we’re at within our 
budgets with ExakTime’s reports.” 
Latite Roofing

Better cloud-based time tracking…
plus a whole lot more
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If you’re currently use another web-based time tracking 

solution, trading up to ExakTime is simple…and it’s quick. 

Most companies take just a single payroll cycle—one week—

to make the change, and our implementation experts are 

here to help. 

Don’t struggle through one more payroll with a solution 

that wasn’t designed for construction, doesn’t offer you 

support when you need it and isn’t easy to use. Trade 

up to ExakTime.  

Want to learn more about the time tracking 

solution that has been meeting the needs of 

construction and contracting companies for 

over 20 years? 

Schedule a demo and start tracking time 

better today. 

Switching to ExakTime is easy
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https://www.exaktime.com/speak-with-an-expert/
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ExakTime is an Arcoro product. Arcoro delivers modular HR & people management 
solutions to help companies hire, manage and grow their workforces.


